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Abstract

We present a user-friendly suggestive interface for sketch-based character posing. Our interface provides sugges-
tive information on the sketching canvas in succession by combining image retrieval technique with 3D character
posing, while the user is drawing. The system highlights the canvas region where the user should draw on and con-
strains the user’s sketches in a reasonable solution space. This is based on an efficient image descriptor, which is
used to measure the distance between the user’s sketch and 2D views of 3D poses. In order to achieve faster query
response, local sensitive hashing is involved in our system. In addition, sampling-based optimization algorithm is
adopted to synthesize and optimize the retrieved 3D pose to match the user’s sketches the best. Experiments show
that our interface can provide smooth suggestive information to improve the reality of sketching poses and shorten
the time required for 3D posing.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Animation H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Multimedia Information
Systems—Animations

1 Introduction

Human character posing is one of fundamental functions in
computer animation and has many applications-for example,
rapid prototyping of 3D human animation, real-time charac-
ter motion control, interactive humanoid robot manipulation
and human-computer interactions. Traditionally, the user can
obtain desired poses by directly manipulating skeleton joints
underneath the character body using forward kinematics, or
by dragging end-effector joints to specified position with
a follow-up parent joints adaption driven by inverse kine-
matics, such as [RISC01,GMHP04,WC11]. However, these
methods work completely in 3D scenario, which are diffi-
cult for inexperienced users. Consequently, the user needs to
be aware of basic 3D graphics knowledge and gets enough
training before using these systems and tools.

Conversely, sketch-based interface for character posing,
which attempts to simulate the pencil-and-paper interface,
is intuitive, simple, efficient and also can be easily accept-
ed and employed by artists and animators. Unfortunately,
there are two major obstacles for the wide use of the sketch-

ing interface. Firstly, it is an inherent ambiguous problem
of interpreting 3D poses from 2D sketches due to lack of
depth info. Secondly, when sketching, most users can not
draw body joints and body proportion accurately. Some rep-
resentative work have been done to solve above problems,
for example, Choi et al. [CYI∗12] proposed a human mo-
tion retrieval and visualizing system by using 2D stick fig-
ures as a unified medium for both sketches and human mo-
tion data. Although this system offered an interactive way
of obtaining similar poses according to sketches, it still in-
herently was one kind of motion searching methods, which
failed to address the problem of user experience in the 3D
posing process. Lee et al. [LZC11] proposed a suggestive in-
terface for free-hand drawing by composing relevant images
into a shadow as hints. The main purpose of ShadowDraw
was to improve the quality of users’ sketching and the re-
trieved results were limited to existing data in the database.
For character posing, generating new poses, which are not
included in existing database, is necessary. Moreover, Shad-
owDraw built on carefully-collected images which should
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have enough salient changeable edges. When these edges are
spatially composed into shadow images, their inherent con-
nectivity becomes less important. For 2D character poses,
especially for 2D stick figures, they consist of fixed number
edges, which are one-pixel width lines and have no salient
changes. It is very difficult to blend these single lines, which
may vary greatly in image plane, to generate meaningful
shadow. More important, these edges have obvious inherent
connectivity, which cannot be ignored. Therefore, Shadow-
Draw is not applicable to 3D human posing.

In this paper, we propose an interactive sketch-based
character posing system to address above both problems at
the same time, which instantly responses to each sketching
stroke by showing potential candidate poses rendered on the
canvas. Compared with ShadowDraw, our method is more
difficult in that we need to match 2D sketches with 3D char-
acter poses in order to generate suggestive hints. To address
this problem, we first collect representative poses from mo-
tion database, and then render these 3D poses into 2D images
under appropriate views. The intractable 3D interpretation
of 2D sketch is then converted into an image matching prob-
lem, which is easier in couple with our well-designed effi-
cient image descriptor for measuring the distance between
the user’s sketch and those images in the database.

Specifically, during the sketching process, the incomplete
sketch drawn by the user is sent to the pose database to query
its nearest neighbors. The retrieved poses ranked at the top
are then rendered into stylized shadow lines, and displayed
on the canvas as the suggestive information. The advantages
are three-fold:
• The interface can provide suggestive hints to highlight the

possible region where the user should draw.
• The interface can guide the user to sketch within a rea-

sonable solution space. And, since the hint lines and the
confirmed rendered bones are both displayed on the same
canvas, the proportion accuracy problem is well solved.

• The interface enable users, especially the inexperienced
ones, to sketch more accurate strokes, based on suggestive
and predicted hint poses, which can potentially match the
2D sketch.
If the 2D sketch cannot match anyone of these hint pos-

es, our system will leverage a sampling-based optimization
algorithm to synthesize and optimize the retrieved 3D pose
to match the user’s sketches the best. This important char-
acteristic, combined with above three points focusing on
user experience, distinguish our system as an efficient hu-
man posing method instead of a pose retrieval method such
as [CYI∗12] does.

2 Related work
Due to its simplicity and intuition, the sketching inter-
face has been applied in various areas successfully, such
as sketch-based image and shape retrieval [CNM05a, EH-
BA11,CWZZ11,SXY∗11,ERB∗12]. Using the sketch-based
image retrieval technique, Chen et al. [CmCT∗09] and Eitz
et al. [ERH∗11] developed their own image synthesis sys-

tems. On the other hand, the sketch-based shape retrieval ap-
proaches were adopted to compose 3D scene in [SI07,LF08].
Different from these retrieval methods built on the measure-
ment of geometric similarity between the sketch and the con-
tent, the sketch recognition is also a critical problem need-
ed to be solved in semantic level. Eitz et al. [EHA12] dis-
cussed the topic concerning how to sketch objects in per-
ceptual level and developed an effective sketch recognition
system based on a large amount of human sketches study.
Huang et al. [HFL14] explored a data-driven approach to
segment and label freehand sketches without any semantic
segmentation information as input. Schneider et al. [ST14]
proposed a method for sketch classification based on Fisher
Vector, which can have nearly same performance with hu-
mans.

The sketching interface is also used by researchers to
assist creative or corrective drawings. iCanDraw [DPH10]
helps users draw faces with a tutorial approach. A sketching
beautification system [OK11] infered smooth lines from a s-
ketch consisting of short, overlapping strokes , and a sketch-
based digital painting system [XCW14] can automatically
complete the tedious repetition while allowing user con-
trol. Elasticurves [TSB11] neatened sketches by smoothing
strokes dynamically based on stroke speed. ShadowDraw
[LZC11] used collected images to aid users in drawing by
providing shadows of similar drawings. Fan et al. [FWX∗13]
presented a novel sketch-based modeling system similar to
ShadowDraw which allows novice users to create 3D cus-
tom models by assembling parts based on a database of pre-
segmented 3D models. Levi et al. [LG13] present the Ar-
tiSketch system, which allows the conversion of a wealth
of existing 2D content into 3D content. A novice user may
describe a 3D model as a set of articulated 2D sketches
of a shape from different viewpoints using this sytem. Ar-
tiSketch then automatically converts the sketches to an ar-
ticulated 3D object. Sucontphunt et al. [SMND08,STDN10]
present a series of interactive 3D facial expression posing
system through 2D portrait manipulation, which can save
users plenty of time. In this paper, we restrict our attention
to sketch-based character posing. Different from these work-
s, we focus on sketch-based character posing in this paper.

In sketch-based character posing systems, the analysis and
recognition of users’ strokes are essential to obtain required
information for the subsequent 3D pose reconstruction. In
[DAC∗03], they involved a template skeleton to automat-
ically label the stick figure drawn by users automatically.
Afterwards, they applied a set of joint angle constraints to
prune those wrong reconstructed 3D configurations. Thorne
et al. [TBvdP04] used a more complex algorithm to infer
users’ sketches as a skeleton, but they did not address the
posing problem. In addition, some researchers [JSMH12]
asked the user to label the joints and limbs of hand-drawn
character manually in their scenario. Choi et al. [CYI∗12]
realized the goal of sketching a character pose by converting
this problem to the nearest neighbor search. They convert-
ed motion data to a sequence of stick figures first. And then
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a feature-based comparison method between these stick fig-
ures and users’ sketches was applied to search nearest neigh-
bor results. Our method is inspired by these work, but gets
rid of the skeleton recognition and joint labeling problem,
which are more prone to error. Instead we use the pre-defined
sketching order and an efficient image descriptor to achieve
the same purpose.

3 System Overview

Figure 1: System overview. An illustration of (a) 3D pose
database, (b) stick images under optimal view, (c) database
image descriptor, (d) users’ sketches, (e) canvas descriptor,
(f) nearest neighbor search by local sensitive hashing and
(g) pose refinement based on sampling method.

This paper presents a suggestive interface to guide the s-
ketching process for human poses. Our interface is a data-
driven approach which can automatically generate guiding
strokes. These strokes instruct users to draw skeletons with
right proportion, as shown in Figure 1. While the sketching
evolves, our interface queries the 2D pose image database to
get the poses that are closely matched with the user’s sketch-
es, and then render these 3D poses along with 2D images on
the canvas as a guidance for next stroke. As a suggestive in-
terface, our system is well designed to support incomplete
sketched pose matching by calculating the best guidance for
the next stroke. To this end, we propose to compare the s-
ketches with the rendered images at semantic body part lev-
el, and balance bones with different lengths based on a smart
weighting scheme in favor of the best matching result.

In order to avoid the cumbersome semantic understanding
problem caused by free-style sketching, we constrain the us-
er to draw skeletons in a specific order, a policy that is widely
adopted by pose and motion retrieval methods [DAC∗03,TB-
vdP04,LIM∗12,CLAL12,XTFX15]. After users finish skele-
ton sketching, the retrieved top rated pose will go through
a pose refinement process to match the user’s sketches the
best. Since there might be no exact matching pose in the
database, this refinement process is essential.

Overall, our system consists of three major technical com-
ponents as shown in Figure 1: motion data preprocessing,
image descriptor estimation and image retrieval based on

this descriptor, and sampling-based pose refinement. We will
unfold each component in detail in following sections.

4 Motion Data Preprocessing
Our pose data is selected from the CMU mocap database,
which contains a corpus of motion data, such as walking,
running, dancing and basketball playing etc. The abundance
in types and styles of this database enable our interface to
support a rich set of poses with varied diversity.

Because the neighboring poses within one motion clip
may be too similar to be discerned, it is unnecessary to put
all frames of the clip into our pose database. So we need to
select some representative poses in CMU mocap database
to construct our pose database. Denoting a character pose at
frame i by pi = {qi

0,q
i
1, ...,q

i
K−1}, where qi

k is the global posi-
tion of the k-th joint represented by three-component vector
and K is the total joint number, the difference between two
poses pi and p j can be defined using the method in [KGP02]
as following:

dist1(pi,p j) = min
θ,x0,z0

f =F−1∑
f =0

k=K−1∑
k=0

ωk·∥∥∥∥qi+ f
k −Tθ,x0,z0 q j+ f−F+1

k

∥∥∥∥2
(1)

The distance dist1 is calculated based on the point cloud-
s formed over two windows of respective frames with user-
defined length F, one bordered at the beginning by pi and the
other bordered at the end by p j. Before calculating the min-
imal weighted sum of squared distances, an arbitrary rigid
2D transformation is applied to the second point cloud in
order to align coordinate systems for these two point cloud-
s. The linear transformation Tθ,x0,z0 rotates the target point
cloud about the vertical axis by θ degrees and then translates
it by (x0,z0). The weight ωk is chosen to tune the weights
for different joints and taper off towards the end of the win-
dow. The formula 1 has a closed-form solution, which can
be referred in [KGP02]. If the dist1(pi, p j) is larger than the
predefined threshold λ, these two frames will be kept.

After character poses are selected, further processing in
term of geometric and semantic levels will be put in place
respectively. Firstly, in geometric level, all the character pos-
es are translated to the origin of the world coordinate be-
cause sketch-based posing is irrelevant to the root position
of the character. After that, these poses will be rotated to d-
ifferent optimal views, which are determined by calculating
the camera path using the method in [ACOY∗08]. Secondly,
some typical poses with various semantic categories are se-
lected and annotated manually to help people sketch poses
in semantic level, such as walking or playing football. Based
on these annotated poses, our system automatically searches
similar poses in the rest of the data set and annotates them
by using the distance metric defined in equation 1. Please
note that we remove end-effector joints such as wrists and
toes. These joints have very limited influence on the final
sketched pose, and the sketching process can be simplified
without them. Finally, these 3D poses are rendered to 2D im-
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ages in one-pixel width black lines and white background, as
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: 2D character poses derived from 3D pose render-
ing under different selected optimal views.

5 Image Descriptor
In order to provide a suggestive sketching interface, a dis-
tinctive image descriptor is used to establish the linkages
between the user’s sketches and 2D images of 3D poses in
the database. To this end, we divide both the pose image in
the database and sketching canvas into patches, and adopt an
angular radial partition method introduced in [CNM05b] as
their feature descriptor. Specifically, the pose image and can-
vas image are binary images represented by I(ρ,θ), . There
is an edge at (ρ,θ) in the image when I(ρ,θ) = 1, otherwise,
an edge does not exist. (ρ,θ) is the pixel polar coordinates on
these edges. The whole image is partitioned into M×N sec-
tors, where M is the number of radial partitions and N is the
number of angular partitions. The angle between adjacen-
t angular partitions is θ = 2π/N and the radius difference of
adjacent concentric circles is ρ = R/M where R is the radius
of the outermost surrounding circle of the image.

The number of pixels on the edges in each sector of I is
counted to represent local patch feature f (m,n), also noted
as Γ(k)(k = m ·M +n) in equation 2. The feature descriptor Γ

of the whole image is a 2-dimensional histogram consisting
of all these patch features. Figure 3 shows two descriptor
examples: one for a pose image in the database and the other
for partial users’ sketches.

f (m,n) =

(m+1)·R
M∑

ρ= m·R
M

(n+1)·2π
N∑

θ= n·2π
N

I(ρ,θ) (2)

where m = 0,1,2, ...,M−1 and n = 0,1,2, ...,N −1.
Although this descriptor is effective and scale invariant, it

has hard binning problem. This problem makes it very sen-
sitive to stroke noises, which are unavoidable during the s-
ketching process. In order to alleviate this problem, we intro-
duce soft spatial binning presented in [TLC10] to replace the
original binning method in our feature descriptor. Further-
more, the Gaussian weighting scheme as shown in Figure 4
is used in our system for soft binning. Considering that the
pose image in the database and the query image for sketch-
ing canvas have different sizes, we adopt 16x16 Gaussian

Figure 3: Two image descriptors: the top is for pose image
in the database, and the bottom is for user’s sketches.

window with 8 sigma for the former, and 24x24 Gaussian
window with 12 sigma for the latter.

Figure 4: Gaussian weighting scheme used for soft spatial
binning. (a) weighting function for each pixel (b) contribu-
tion of a pixel to a spatial bin is proportional to the area of
the weight map.

We use the correlation coefficient, noted as dist2, to mea-
sure the difference between two image descriptors Γi and Γ j
as following:

dist2(Γi,Γ j) =

∑
k (Γi(k)− Γ̄i)(Γ j(k)− Γ̄ j)√∑

k (Γi(k)− Γ̄i)
2 ∑

k (Γ j(k)− Γ̄ j)
2

(3)

where

Γ̄i =
1
N

∑
k

Γi(k) (4)

dist2 = 1.0 indicates these two descriptors are very similar,
while dist2 = 0.0 means they are completely different.

6 Pose retrieval based on partial matching
Our sketching process consists of 7 strokes in fixed-order,
one for trunk, two for shoulders and four for limbs as shown
in Figure 5. Compared with the constraints, using fixed-
order sketching has two more obvious advantages: (1) higher
query efficiency. For free-hand sketching, each stroke needs
to be compared with all other body parts in the database.
After that, it can be determined to be which body part.
That means it need much more comparisons than fixed-order
method. (2) better user experience. With fixed sketching or-
der, our system can eliminate lots of ambiguity. For exam-
ple, the straight down arms can be easily mistaken as torso,
which will confuse the user. More details can be referred in
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experiments. When users start the sketching process, he/she
can choose the type of character poses first. After that, our
system will select a certain quantity of that type random-
ly and render their torsos on the canvas to indicate the area
where the user should draw on. While the sketching evolves,
our system will search the pose image database using the s-
ketched lines before next guiding hints are updated on the
canvas. The underlying query sketched image is generated
by connecting those points into lines where the mouse moves
with one pixel-width black pixel. To have better visual effec-
t, we give different colors for different body parts, as shown
in accompanying video demo.

Figure 5: 7 fixed-order strokes in our sketching system, one
for trunk, two for shoulders and four for limbs. The digital
number shows the sketching order.

Our feature descriptor is a global feature as defined in
Section 5. Therefor, before it can support partial matching,
we have to divide human body into seven separate parts as
shown in Figure 5 and project these body parts onto differ-
ent images to construct body parts image database. When
users complete the i-th stroke, our system will compute its
descriptor Γs(i) and the corresponding image descriptor Γ

d(i)
j

( j is pose index), which is derived from the same body part
image in the database. The distance between these two im-
age descriptors will be computed and accumulated into his-
torical values. After we repeat this procedure to each body
part, we obtain the final distance between current sketched
strokes and jth pose image, as shown in formula 5.

D(i, j) =

i∑
k=0

ω(k)∗dist2(Γs(k),Γ
d(k)
j ) (5)

where ω(k) is an important weight parameter for tuning the
contribution of i-th stroke to the final result. If the parameter
is not set properly, the retrieved result will prefer to ceratin
body parts such as legs more than the others. These param-
eters are determined by the characteristic of our image de-
scriptor. Since seven stokes are required to create a pose,
we need the same number of weight parameters in our sys-
tem. In order to determine optimal values of these weights,
we manually collect 18 character pose images from differ-
ent motion types (2 from each type) and ask users to copy

them by sketching. With this training data, we can obtain the
following linear system of equations (Γts is the descriptor of
sketching strokes and Γtd for selected pose images), which
can be solved by the method of least squares.

ω(0)∗dist2(Γts(0)
0 ,Γ

td(0)
0 ) + . . .+ω(6)∗dist2(Γts(6)

0 ,Γ
td(6)
0 ) = 1.0

ω(0)∗dist2(Γts(0)
1 ,Γ

td(0)
1 ) + . . .+ω(6)∗dist2(Γts(6)

1 ,Γ
td(6)
1 ) = 1.0

· · ·

ω(0)∗dist2(Γts(0)
17 ,Γ

td(0)
17 ) + . . .+ω(6)∗dist2(Γts(6)

17 ,Γ
td(6)
17 ) = 1.0

(6)

Obviously, if a brute force linear search is used, the com-
putation cost will be too large to meet the requirement of
the real-time interaction. So certain fast query method must
be involved. Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) is an algo-
rithm for solving the approximate or exact Near Neighbor
Search in high dimensional spaces, which is efficient to deal
with our non-binary image descriptor. So we introduce lo-
cal sensitive hashing method [AI08] and combine it with
semantic information to solve our indexing problem. The
idea of locality-sensitive hashing is to construct a family
of hash functions h ∈ H : Rd → U, for any points p,q, if
dist2(p,q) ≤ R, then the probability Pr[h(p) = h(q)] ≥ p1,
otherwise, if dist2(p,q) > cR, Pr[h(p) = h(q)] ≤ p2. c is the
scale factor. Especially, p1 must be larger than p2. In our
system, the Gaussian distribution and uniform distribution
are applied to generate the family of hash functions as equa-
tion 7.

hg,u(p) =

⌊g · p + u
U

⌋
(7)

where p is a one-dimensional vector formed by the image
descriptor, g is a same dimensional vector with entries cho-
sen independently from gaussian distribution and u is a real
number chosen uniformly from the range [0,U]. We set the
value of U to 4.0, which is recommended by [DIIM04].

The probability that two descriptors collide, under a hash
function drawn uniformly at random from the hash family,
can be computed theoretically with equation 8.

p(c) = Prg,u[hg,u(p1) == hg,u(p2)]
=

∫ U
0

1
c f ( t

c )(1− t
U )dt

(8)

where f (t) denotes the probability density function of the
absolute value of the gaussian distribution and c is the L2
distance between p1 and p2.

To maintain a low collision probability p(c) ≤ 0.1, we
draw k independent functions from the hash function fam-
ily randomly and concatenate these values to form a bucket,
which is used to encode an image descriptor. In our system, 6
buckets are applied and each bucket contains 2 hash function
values and these parameters are estimated automatically.

For each retrieved image, it is related with a 3D character
pose. The suggestive information presented on the canvas are
rendered lines coming from the top 20 nearest neighbor pos-
es searched by drawn strokes. Because our camera is fixed,
these 3D poses can be rendered to stylized lines easily. Ac-
cording to the distance between the user’s sketches and pose
images, we use intensive lines with different width to rep-
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resent these pose. The wider and brighter line means it is
closer to the user’s sketch.

7 Sampling-based pose refinement
In addition to pose generating by searching the nearest pose
with the sketching input, users can also create variable pos-
es which are different from ones existing in the database. In
order to achieve this goal, one sampling-based refinemen-
t approach is involved in our system to optimize and refine
the searching results. The optimization function is shown in
formula 9. p

′

is the 3D sampling pose and the function P
projects the 3D pose onto 2D image. In fact, any other op-
timization methods, which are able to achieve this refined
goal, can be used here.

min
∥∥∥∥ΓP(p′ ) −Γsketch

∥∥∥∥ (9)

Our refined approach is based on standard particle swar-
m optimization(PSO) [Ken10] as Algorithm 1 in Appendix.
PSO is a population based on stochastic optimization tech-
nique, inspired by social behavior of bird flocking or fish
schooling. The system is initialized with a population of ran-
dom solutions and searches for optimazation by updating
generations. In PSO, the potential solutions, called particles,
fly through the problem space by following the current op-
timum particles. In our system, we can take each retrieved
pose as a particle without any changes. The nearest one is
a very good starting point for optimization. Moreover, we
can set different angle ranges for joints and control the sam-
pling step flexibly. In detail, for those body parts which have
matched users’ sketches very well, we can fix their corre-
sponding joints during the optimization in PSO, and give
more variation for those body parts, which are different from
users’ strokes.

Here, the input for this algorithm is composed of neigh-
bor character poses (p

′

0, p
′

1, ..., p
′

n) and the maximum itera-
tion times (iterMax), while the output is the new character
pose (p

′

best) which matches the user’s sketches best. In input,
p
′

i consist of the position of root joint and the joint angle of
all joints. Please note that p

′

0 is the nearest neighbor match-
ing current user’s sketches. Line 1∼6 is to initialize all these
particles. The position xi of the ith particle is initialized with
character pose searched according to the user’s sketch. Its
initial velocity vi is set to 0.0. The initial historical best po-
sition `i is the same with xi. To be mentioned, these initial
poses are not obtained by all the user’s sketches. While the
user is sketching, we keep a certain amount of character pos-
es retrieved with each single stroke. All the poses searched
by these strokes are composed together into our initial da-
ta set. We will discuss the advantages of this method in the
experiment. Line 9∼10 is to update the current velocity and
position for each particle. At each iteration, our algorithm
will update the historical best position of the particle in Line
11∼13. Line 14∼28 is used to update the local best position
for each particle. Here, we use the ring topology structure in
our PSO algorithm, in order that the algorithm will compare
current particle and its two neighbors to determine the local

best position. Through iterating all the local best position of
particles, we can obtain the global best result.

In Figure 6, two refined poses sampled by PSO algorithm
are shown: the yellow skeleton with red joint is the nearest
neighbor result and the cyan skeleton with blue joint is the
refined result. We will discuss this PSO-based refined ap-
proach in detail in experiment section.

Figure 6: The sampling results based PSO.

8 Experiment
We collect 9 motion categories with about 100,000 differ-
ent poses totally from the CMU mocap database. For each
pose, we project it onto 8 images including 1 whole body im-
age and 7 body part images under calculated optimal view.
These images are 480x480 in terms of resolution. In order
to get better user experience, the resolution of our sketching
canvas is set to 720x720. To save the storage for our sparse
descriptor, the compression method in [BR09] is used. All
our experiments run on a PC with Intel i7 CPU with 3.5GHz
and 8GB RAM.

Two metrics introduced in [SB10] are used in evaluation
of our image descriptor. The first one, Mean of Query Rank
(MQR), is the average of all query ranks is computed. The
second one,recall ratio Rn, shows the ratio of retrieved tar-
get images in the best n candidates. 1000 random example
images with noises are selected to perform queries from dif-
ferent resolution databases. The results can be seen in Table
1. The experiment shows that the query image can be found
at the top 5 nearest neighbors definitely. And if the resolution
of our descriptor is set to 18x30, the result will be best.

Resolution R1 R5 R10 R20 R30 MQR
9x10 98.8 100 100 100 100 6
12x20 98.2 100 100 100 100 10
18x30 99.2 100 100 100 100 4
36x40 98.8 100 100 100 100 7

Table 1: Rn and MQR for different resolutions.

At runtime, the image descriptors, hash family functions,
bucket items and 3D mocap pose cost about 2.8GB memory
in total. During the sketching process, it takes about 20ms to
extract the image descriptor from the canvas and about 15ms
to encode this query descriptor. If the brute force linear ap-
proach is applied, the search time will be 2.5∼3s, even more
for larger database. Obviously, this will decrease users’ ex-
perience of an interactive system. For LSH method, it only
needs 0.5∼1s to have query response, which can fully satisfy
the user’s requirement. In Table 2, we compare the time of
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Figure 7: Some sketching results by users: from top to bottom, they are poses about running, jumping, basketball playing,
boxing, dancing, football playing and martial art.
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query response between fixed-order sketching and free-hand
sketching. For free-hand sketching, it needs to be compared
with all other body parts in the database to determine which
body part it is. Through analyzing the time in Table 2, we
find that the time used by free-hand is nearly about 20 more
times than fixed-order, which conform to the general situa-
tion. To measure the sketching efficiency, we compare the
results generated by our system with that obtained using 3ds
max by an artist. The details can be referred in supplemental
video. Figure 7 shows some users’ sketching results.

walking jumping basketball dancing
free-hand 0.575 0.592 0.612 0.608

fixed-order 10.635 11.248 12.240 12.768
Table 2: Query time measured by second for different types
of character pose. The time for each type is averaged by 20
times query.

In fact, if we use all the drawn strokes as a whole to query
the database, the result can not fit the sketches very well,
except some very important body parts, such as trunk or
legs. That means, with global query strategy, we cannot well
balance the different body part sketches, because of the im-
age descriptor adopted in our method. However, our partial
matching strategy can address this problem and obtain good
result that can efficiently fit all body parts as Figure 8 shows.

Figure 8: The results of partial and global matching.

As shown in Figure 9, we obtain two bad refined results
because our system can not get adequate particles that can
fit sketches well by employing global query strategy. On the
contrary, our sampling-based refinement process can get ex-
cellent results using the well-fitting retrieved poses under
partial matching strategy.

Figure 9: The bad results generated by PSO method with
insufficient particles.

In section 7, we present a PSO-based pose refinement

method. The PSO-based method can approach the optimal
solution after its continuous iterations due to its good con-
vergence property. We record the sketching process of one
testing user to draw a new walking pose which does not
exist in current database, and adopt PSO-based method to
generate this new pose under different settings as shown in
Figure 10. In our experiment, we involve different numbers
of particle and iteration to refine our sketched pose. The ac-
curacy in 10 is used to measure the matching between user-
s’ sketches with generated pose and defined by formula 3.
We can see that the accuracy will be higher with more par-
ticles. This is very straightforward as long as the particles
in the swarm can be distributed reasonably, it can usually
find the optimal solution, even for complex motions. Even
if more iterations are adopted, the accuracy is still limited
when there are not enough particles as shown in Figure 9.
The visual comparison can be seen in Figure 11. Howev-
er, this method also has some disadvantages. Firstly, since it
treats each dimension data of human pose as an independent
component and there are no strong constraints between each
other, it is easy to produce some false results in the condi-
tion that the motion range of joints is not specified properly.
Secondly, this method only can ensure good results when
the number of particles is sufficient. Once the users are deal-
ing with complex character poses under non-parallel envi-
ronment, our system will be not efficient enough with this
constraint. In our experiments, we use 50 particles and the
iteration times is set to 30. It takes about 7∼8 minutes in av-
erage. The time cost can be further reduced to less than 1
minutes after parallelization.

Figure 10: The accuracy of PSO-based refinment with differ-
ent numbers of particle and iteration.

(a) 10 particles,10 iterations (b) 50 particles,30 iterations

Figure 11: The refined pose with different number of particle
and iteration.
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8.1 User Studies
We design a user study to evaluate whether our system can
help a user to sketch character poses correctly and easily. T-
wo kinds of interfaces are provided to complete this job. The
traditional method render the nearest poses in a separate win-
dow, while our interface display the suggestive information
directly on the canvas.

Our users consists of 10 experienced people with com-
puter science background (from subject1 to subject10) and
5 novice users (from subject11 to subject15), whose ages
are 6-50 years old. All these subjects are required to draw 9
poses with corresponding images as reference. Another 10
people are in charge of scoring their results ranging from
poorest(1) to best(5) for each category pose. The score of
sketched poses, which is computed by averaging different
users’ scores for one same pose, can be seen in Figure 12.

From Figure 12,we can draw two conclusions: 1. Overal-
l, using our interface, the scores are almost above 4.0 both
for experienced users and novice users, which means the s-
ketched poses can by be accepted by most of people. 2. For
normal locomotion poses such as walking, running or jump-
ing, they are more easier to be drawn and can have better s-
cores than other complex ones. The reason is that these poses
are so highly coordinated that they can be expressed better
by those underling hints. This tells us for other poses, such as
dancing or gymnastics, if more poses are kept, the result will
be better. It is obvious that with the help of our suggestive
interface, users can pose the character better using our inter-
face than traditional method. This is because our interface
solves the topology and body proportion of human skele-
ton efficiently, which is a thorny issue for sketch-based sys-
tem. More results can be seen in the accompanying video. In
addition, for those people who have no background knowl-
edge, once they truly understand the underlying constraints
expressed by those intensive lines in our interface, they can
create reasonable poses quickly.

9 Conclusion
We have presented a friendly sketch-based posing interface
to assist non-professional people to create 3D character pos-
es. By providing suggestive information on the sketching
canvas, the user can sketch realistic 3D poses quickly with
our system. We have demonstrated that our method can re-
trieve relevant 3D character poses by image retrieval tech-
nique in real time based on incomplete and evolving sketch-
es drawn by the user.

From the user study experiments, we learned that our sug-
gestive interface can really help people to create character
pose quickly, especially for those who are short of back-
ground knowledge, since the user does not need to worry
about the details of topology and skeleton proportion of hu-
man character any more. More important, based on retrieved
poses, a new pose can be synthesized to match the user’s
sketches the best by using the sampling method.

The first limitation of our system is scalability. In our ex-
periment, both the size of database and the diversity of poses

(a) subject1∼subject10.

(b) subject11∼subject15.

Figure 12: The average score obtained by different users.

are not big enough for users to freely sketch any pose of hu-
man. If we scale database greatly, the storage of descriptors
and retrieved response might be difficult. We can address this
problem by design and apply more compact descriptor. In
addition, the sampling method used in our system is not ef-
ficient enough for interactive interface. Faster sampling ap-
proach should be explored in our future work. In the user
study, some users express their comfortlessness when they
are required to follow the skeletal structure and body pro-
portions of the motion data. We also want to improve user’s
drawing experiences in the future.
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A Pose refinement algorithm

input : p
′

0, p
′

1, ..., p
′

n, iterMax
output: p

′

best

1 for i← 0 to n do
2 xi← p

′

i ;
3 `i← p

′

i ;
4 i← p

′

0;
5 vi← 0.0;
6 end
7 for j← 0 to iterMax do
8 for i← 0 to n do
9 vi = vi + c1(`i − xi) + c2( i − xi);

10 xi = xi + vi;
11 if

∥∥∥ΓP(xi) −Γsketch
∥∥∥ < ∥∥∥ΓP(`i) −Γsketch

∥∥∥ then
12 `i = xi;
13 end
14 index = {};
15 if i == 0 then
16 index = {n−1,0,1};
17 else
18 if i == n−1 then
19 index = {n−2,n−1,0};
20 else
21 index = {i−1, i, i + 1};
22 end
23 end
24 for k← 0 to 2 do
25 if

∥∥∥ΓP(xindex(k)) −Γsketch
∥∥∥ < ∥∥∥ΓP(`i) −Γsketch

∥∥∥
then

26 i = xindex(k);
27 end
28 end
29 end
30 end
31 for i← 0 to n do
32 if

∥∥∥ΓP( i) −Γsketch
∥∥∥ < ∥∥∥∥ΓP(p′best)

−Γsketch

∥∥∥∥ then
33 p

′

best = i;
34 end
35 end

Algorithm 1: Pose refinement based on PSO
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